DeepNL Summer School

Five days of meeting up with your fellow researchers and gaining knowledge on the deep subsurface in Groningen and Germany.

Date
Monday 22 August - Friday 26 August 2022
(optional icebreaker on Sunday 21 August)

For whom?
Junior researchers from the DeepNL programme and interested parties from the public and private sector. The maximum number of participants is 50, with priority given to DeepNL researchers.

Programme
- Two days lectures on Reservoir Geology, Experimental work and modelling, Shallow subsurface and Soils and the geopolitical situation in Groningen.
- Three days site visits to Groningen (including the NAM) and Germany (geological fieldwork excursion).

Costs
Contribution for DeepNL researchers: €300
Contribution for participants from the public and private sector: €500

Registration
Registration for this meeting is required. You can register until 17 June by using the registration form at www.nwo.nl/deepnl.

More information
Or contact deepnl@nwo.nl.